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CLIENT PROBLEM
Fences for Fido (FFF) is a non-profit based in Portland, 
Oregon that assembles fences free-of-charge to families 
whose dogs are tethered, chained, or confined to a small 
enclosure. They also provide emergency veterinary care 
and training when necessary.

FFF is a wildly successful non-profit that has achieved 
national acclaim by providing thousands of dogs with 
space to run free, but you wouldn’t know it from looking 
at their website. They need a website that better reflects 
their excellent track-record and professionalism.
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It’s difficult to figure out what the organization is from a glance, and a lot of 
elements aren’t loading properly. The navigation is a bit overstuffed, which 
could confuse users.

CURRENT WEBSITE
HOMEPAGE
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CURRENT WEBSITE
HOMEPAGE

The tightly leaded text elements are an uncomfortable read, and there are no 
images to break up the flow and give users a break or opportunity for engagement.
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CURRENT WEBSITE
DONATION PORTAL

The outdated look of this form calls into question the legitimacy and 
security of this payment portal, which could reduce potential donations.
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Strategy Statement
This redesign will optimize the website’s organization and 
elevate brand recognition to better reflect the success, 
professionalism, and charm of Fences For Fido. 
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BEST FRIENDS
ANIMAL SOCIETY

This webpage does an excellent job of drawing users in with a powerful 
& charming image, and the options on this page have been thoughtfully 
reduced to prevent a sense of overwhelming choice for the user.
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THE TREVOR PROJECT
What sets this donation page apart is the brand continuity and simplified 
donation fields. Requesting funds from site visitors should be unobtrusive, 
clean, and easy.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
National Geographic has a clean and well-organized news section whereas 
other news and event sections look over-cluttered and outmoded. The 
hierarchy is clear and inviting with fairly minimal graphic interventions.
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“Close together / color makes it hard to focus on.”

“No leading, unclear hierarchy at some points.”

“It’s easy to find where the navigation links are, but there are 
maybe too many of them.”

“Looks like an ad/spam. What is the logo?”

“Not easy to find.”

“Definitely needs a modern refresh. Needs to be more concise on 
their mission and what their services are. The colors are not great, 
and make me think of spam sites instead of a credible institution.”

“Did not have a clear understanding of what the 
organization is. Also looked like a spam account.”

“Pretty cluttered and the colors were not contrasty 
enough i didn’t really know where to look because 
everything was fighting for attention.”

USER RESPONSES ORIGINAL WEBSITE

User Score*

TYPOGRAPHY NAVIGATION

LOGO ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

HOMEPAGE APPRAISAL

52% 
*51/117 points possible based on a questionnaire with a 1-3 score system and 13 questions 
answered by 3 respondents 
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PERSONA 1

INCOME

13k

VALUES

Community aid, animal 
advocacy, environmentalism

DEMANDS

Trusted, friendly, 
knowledgeable

PAIN POINTS

Trouble navigating to qualification 
information, donation options, resources

MEDIA USE

Mostly laptop, some android.

C.J (he/they) is a 22 y.o. biology major at Portland State University. Against the 
advice of their friends and parents, they got a dog as soon as they moved out of 
the dorms and into a pet-friendly apartment. C.J. is so busy with work, class, and 
their dog, Miko, that they don’t have much time to volunteer in the community. 
This bothered C.J., so they made a resolution to make a monthly donation 
budget. While they can’t spare much, they’re happy to chip in $10-$30 here and 
there for community aid or a supplies list.
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PERSONA 2

INCOME

80k

VALUES

Community, acts of service, 
being active, donating

DEMANDS

Readability, honesty, 
and professionalism

PAIN POINTS

Navigation, donation portals, readability

MEDIA USE

iPhone, TV, a desktop computer

Diana is a 65 y.o. retired grandmother of three who spent 40 years working for 
the forest service. She grew up in Boise, Idaho but currently resides in McCall 
where she got her first forest service position. She is a passionate advocate for 
the environment and the arts, and routinely volunteers to give talks to children 
at the local library about wildlife safety and being a responsible ecological 
citizen. Since retiring, she just can’t sit still; she can often be found running with 
her Great Dane, Otis, or fly-fishing.
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PERSONA 3

INCOME

40k

VALUES

Integrity, professionalism, 
curiosity, acts of service

DEMANDS

Brevity, clarity, integrity

PAIN POINTS

Volunteer pathways, information 
structure, visual appeal

MEDIA USE

Mostly iPhone, some iPad, laptop rarely

Millie (she/hers) is a 24 y.o. working in communications in Vancouver, 
Washington. As a first generation college graduate, she has always kept herself 
busy. After finding out the hard way that burnout is real, she cultivated a bread-
baking hobby. Now that she is out of school and working a 9-5, she still finds 
herself craving the extracurricular structure of her college days. She is looking 
at non-profit volunteer positions that focus on animals. As a communications 
professional, Millie values clarity and brevity in her interactions with brands, and 
as a digital native, she is wary of websites that look “spammy.”
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Target Audience: 18-55+

PATRONS in need of fencing for their dogs

DONORS who want to support the organization

VOLUNTEERS looking to apply and/or access program information

ORGANIZATIONS with similar goals looking for training and resources
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BUSINESS GOALS

BRAND GOALS

USER GOALS

Increase donation revenue
Improve SEO
Increase volunteer sign up (especially team leader positions)
Enlarge scope of program

Raise awareness for cause
Match online presence to prowess of the organization
Improve brand identity and cohesion

Feeling secure when using the donation portal
Quickly finding impact statements and organization goals
Easy volunteer sign up and resource navigation
See evidence of organizational success
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I broke down the website into all of its disparate pages to see what 
“chunks” of information could be restructured to better suit users.WEBSITE INVENTORY
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After breaking down the website, I mapped it back out with all of my 
improvements to the architecture. This helped me retool the main 
navigation before wireframing.

WEBSITE MAP
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I began collecting visual inspiration to explore color palettes, graphics, 
photographs, and typography that would support an approachable yet 
modern and functional rebrand.

MOODBOARD
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Here are my very first concepts of what the new website could look like, 
and how the home page might inform the overall site structure.WIREFRAMES
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1) This option features a floating primary nav and a secondary 
top nav. The main issue with this direction was the secondary 
typeface; it was too different from the primary typeface. 

2) This option features a parallax fence and a more robust top 
nav. It received the least attention of the three.

3) This was the most popular concept among most respondents, 
but there were major issues with the unconventional navigation 
that would need to be addressed.

CONCEPTS

1

2
3

These were the first three iterations of the website before user testing.
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CONCEPT REVISION Ultimately, I proceeded with concept 1 because it was the best blend 
between utility and the friendly professionalism I wanted to convey.

The main navigation was not as readable as it could be due 
to the color combination

The secondary typeface used for the body copy was not 
readable or attractive with the theme. 

The logo was a temporary placeholder.

I stayed within the same type family, “Brother 1816” for all of 
the text, since it has a wide array of styles to work from.

The main nav is set in white to increase readability.

The mission statement was made more clear and bold 
setting it off on its own and changing the color.
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“Type is unique and playful but still really clean 
and clear.”

“Looks so professional and clear thought process while 
navigating the site!.”

“I’m not always big on two navs but I think it makes sense
in this context.”

“Definitely clear and bold, and color changing helps also.”

“Slight confusion between side nav versus top nav hierarchy.”

“The imagery and tagline give you a solid idea already, 
and then the other text explains further.”

“Events diagonal elements are not totally necessary 
especially on mobile.”

“Menu on mobile could get overwhelming.”

“Clean playful look fits style and easy to understand.”
“It’s fun and exciting.”

“...it covers important elements without going overboard.”

USER RESPONSES INITIAL REDESIGN

User Score*

TYPOGRAPHY

NAVIGATION

BRAND AWARENESS

RESPONSIVENESS

HOMEPAGE APPRAISAL

94% 
*128/135 points possible based on a questionnaire with a 1-3 score system and 15 
questions answered by 3 respondents 
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Implementation

REFINE navigations so that they work better together

ADJUST typographic elements for legibility and interest

OPTIMIZE mobile layouts from desktop functionality

DISCARD color usage, graphics, and type styles that failed testing
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HOMEPAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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HOMEPAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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HOMEPAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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EVENTS PAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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EVENTS PAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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DONATION PAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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DONATION PAGE DESKTOP ADOBE XD LINK
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HOMEPAGE MOBILE ADOBE XD LINK
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EVENTS & DONATE MOBILE ADOBE XD LINK
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REFLECTION

CHALLENGES

VISION

The greatest challenge of this project was re-branding an unbranded website. I had to infer a lot 
from my research phase to begin to imagine what this website could be, but research is my favorite 
phase of the design process so it’s not all bad. I also had to handle a very sprawling website with 
many stakeholders, so it felt like a “you can’t please all the people all the time” during development 
trying to make sure I was covering most of my bases.

I learned more than I ever thought I could pack into my brain from one project. I am now much 
more well-versed in XD, for one, and I’ve got the blueprints for building any website. The process is 
so much more streamlined now, and therefore less intimidating. Yes, there are more moving parts, 
but it just means you have to spend more time accounting for all of them in the development 
phase of the project. At times I felt like the person who has to count the kids at the pool, but I don’t 
think any of them drowned.

Oh, the things I would do with more time on this website! Ideally, I will continue tinkering with 
it and expanding on it in my spare time. I think my major gripes with it right now are the little 
typographic fixes that were brought to my attention. If I were able to tackle it whole-hog, I would 
then start playing with more subtle animations and rollovers. I’m really into designing features that 
would make me squeal with delight.



THANK YOU!


